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husband ended by sharing the opinion entertained by the
Schrader-Hohenau clique, about the letters being inspired
by Baroness Kotze, and written by her husband, and it
must be confessed that there was a certain amount of
ground for their doing so. The blotting pads used by
Baron Kotze, both at the Union Club and elsewhere, were
subjected to much the same microscopic examination as
those of Duke Ernest-Gunther of Schleswig-Holstein, and
when at length a distinct degree of similarity was discov-
ered to exist between the caligraphy of the anonymous
letter writer and the impressions which figured on the
blotting pads habitually used by Baron Kotze, Baron
Schrader drew up a report on the subject, charging Baron
Kotze with being the author of the letters, and presented
it to the emperor. The latter hesitated a little before
taking any action in the matter, and would doubtless have
yielded to the advice of the minister of the imperial house-
hold, Prince Stolberg-Wernigrode, who urged him to in-
stitute a very careful secret investigation of his own be-
fore rushing the denouement^ cautioning him that Baron
Schrader's evidence was inadequate, had it not been for
the pressure brought to bear upon his majesty by the Saxe-
Meiningens and other members of his family, who were
all convinced that Baron Kotze was the guilty party.
It was due entirely to this pressure that the kaiser, in-
censed beyond measure at the persistency and the malig-
nity of these letters, took the extraordinary step of having
Baron von Kotze arrested by the chief of his military
household, General von Hahnke merely on the strength
of his imperial order, dispensing with any legal war-
rant. That Count Hahnke should have been selected
for this duty, and that a military prison, rather than the
ordinary house of detention, should have been chosen for

